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Abstract 
In a radar imaging problem using broad-band, low-frequency waves, we encounter the problem of solving Poisson's 
equation over a very large rectangular g id, typically five thousand times thousand pixels. In addition, no information about 
boundary values is available. In order to select suitable solutions we solve the Poisson equation under the side condition 
that some criterion function, usually a Sobolev norm, should be minimized. Under appropriate smoothness assumptions 
this problem may be reformulated as a boundary value problem for the biharmonic equation. Numerical techniques are 
investigated for this problem. We also include the results of some numerical experiments. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
In radar technology so called Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is used for the mapping of a ground 
reflectivity function. Usually an air-borne side-looking radar with a wavelength of about one cm 
and with a high degree of directivity in the antenna pattern is flying along the area to be mapped, 
illuminating it. This technique is well established, but suffers from a few drawbacks. Firstly, there 
is a kind of multiplicative noise, called speckle, in the processed images. The speckle is caused 
by the fact that one has a high frequency (about 1 GHz) and a very small relative bandwidth (say 
30 MHz-1 GHz). Therefore all objects with a size larger than or equal to the wavelength will affect 
the received radar signal. So, many objects within the resolution cell, which may be 10m x 10 m, 
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will contribute to the received signal and since they cannot be resolved individually this causes an 
underdetermination of data which may be seen as a grainy pattern in the image. Secondly the radar 
waves of this wavelength are influenced by vegetation, rain, etc. 
One way to reduce the speckle is to increase the relative bandwidth by using lower frequencies. 
This is the basic idea for the CARABAS (Coherent All RAdio BAnd Sensing) system [13]. The 
transmitted frequencies in CARABAS are 20-90 MHz, which means that a relative bandwidth of 
80% is achieved. The corresponding resolution is 2 m × 2 m. In addition one gains the advantage 
that radar waves of this length (3-30m) have an increased capability of penetrating vegetation and 
also to some extent he soil, depending on the water content. 
Due to the broad bandwidth the CARABAS antenna will radiate more or less uniformly in all 
directions. The radar signals are transmitted from the aircraft as short pulses, which propagate with 
the speed of light. Each received ata sample origins from a circle on the ground of a specific radius 
and measures the circular mean reflectivity. The data set to be processed consists of these circular 
mean reflectivity values at different circle radii and aircraft positions along the flight path. Adopting 
a specific model for the scattering process, the radar data set will be determined by a height function 
H describing the ground topography. The main concern is then to compute this function H, with 
knowledge of the circular averages of the ground reflectivity. 
In Section 2 we will derive the mathematical model used for describing the radar process. This 
model is an extension of the one proposed in [ 13], as we shall later explain. In our parametrization the 
unknown is the height function H. As will be shown in Section 2 the height function is determined in
two steps. In the first step 50(H), with 50 a certain second-order differential operator, is determined. 
This procedure is described in [2, 3, 13]. After retrieving H the equation 50(H) = f must be 
solved. To a good approximation the operator 5 ° can be replaced by the Laplacian. So the second 
step simply consists of solving the Poisson equation over some smooth bounded domain, usually 
a rectangular region in the plane. The problem here is that no natural boundary conditions are 
available. 
In Section 3 we discuss different possibilities of defining a unique height function. Essentially 
our approach consists in minimizing some norm of the solution provided that it also satisfies the 
Poisson equation. In particular we consider the L z -  and H~-norms. We also show how these 
two optimization problems may be reformulated as boundary value problems for the biharmonic 
equation. 
Section 4 is devoted to numerical algorithms. The first biharmonic problem (corresponding to
minimizing the L2-norm) is of standard form and can be solved, e.g., by using a method given 
by Bjorstad [6] For the second biharmonic problem (corresponding to minimizing the H i -norm)  
we introduce a splitting which results in two coupled second order boundary value problems. After 
discretization the coupled system is solved by iteration. We consider and analyze several block 
iterative methods for the solution, all of which share the property that the rate of convergence is 
independent of the dimension of the problem. In each iterative step two second-order boundary value 
problems must be solved. For the case of a rectangular region so called fast Poisson solvers can be 
applied [7, 22]. 
In Section 5 we present some results from preliminary numerical experiments. The results were 
all obtained on a simulated ata set. 
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2. A scattering model 
Here we will briefly discuss the mathematical inverse problem to be resolved in order to recover 
the ground topography height function from radar data. First cylindrical coordinates (y,r,~p) are 
introduced according to Fig. 1, where it is understood that the aircraft is flying at a constant speed 
along the y-axis. Further r denotes the distance from a point on the ground surface to the y-axis 
and ~0 is the angle between radius vector and a horizontal plane through the y-axis. Then the ground 
surface may be described by a function H(y, r) through the equation 
H(y, r )  
~p = 0. (2.1) 
r 
When r is large, -H(y ,  r) is approximately a Cartesian height function. Fig. 2 shows a top view 
of the same scene. We have also indicated an aspect vector from the aircraft to some point on the 
ground, forming an angle 0 with a vertical plane through the aircraft. Normalized to unit length, the 
aspect vector is denoted by r~. 
Accordingly 
= cos 0P(~o)+ sin 033. (2.2) 
Here P(q~) denotes the cylindrical unit basis vector corresponding to the r-coordinate for the ground 
point as shown in the Fig. 2. For a point on the ground surface with coordinates (y,r, ~p) we obtain, 
from Eq. (2.1), the following expression for the ground surface normal r~, 
( y ) O(H/r)^ I~H 1 
r~=grad  H( , r )  q9 - ~r r+r -~-y33- rq3"  (2.3) 
Let rh denote the normalized normal. Then 
Note that (y,r,~o) in Eq. (2.4) are related to the ground surface point and not to the position of the 
aircraft. 
Let (Y0, 0) be a position of the aircraft and R the distance to some point on the surface. According 
to Fig. 3 the coordinates (y,r)  are then equal to (yo+R sin O,R cos 0). Next, to obtain a scattering 
model we will assume that the reflectivity from a ground surface element (see Fig. 4) is 
~or~ 
- -  dR dO. (2.5) 
R 
From Fig. 4, where a vertical plane through (y0,0) (the aircraft) and the ground point (Y0 + 
R sin O,R cos 0) is displayed, we conclude that the solid angle d~2 under which the surface ele- 
ment dS is seen from the antenna is approximately 
dR cos ct Rd dO ff~ o 
- - -  dRdO. 
R 2 R 
In expression (2.5) we are consequently assuming that the local reflectivity is proportional to the 
solid angle occupied by the infinitesimal surface element dS. The total reflected signal G(y0, R) 
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Fig. 1. The ground surface measured at a fixed aircraft position. 
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Fig. 2. The measuring eometry as seen from above. 
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Fig. 3. The coordinate system used to describe an infinitesimal surface element, dS. 
from all points at a distance R from the antenna may now be obtained by integration over the circle 
C(yo, R )={(y , r ) "  (y -y0)  2+r  2=R 2} in Fig. 3. 
i.e. 
f~  ~ o n(yo +R cos O,R sin 0)d0dR G(yo, R) dR = c R 
f R G( yo, R) = c ff~ o ft( yo + R cos O, R sin 0) dO. (2.6) 
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Fig. 4. The infinitesimal surface element, dS, as it is seen from the aircraft. 
Assuming that ~ o fi is small Eq. (2.4) may be replaced by 
o h = r cos oO(H_/r) + sin 0 oH 
Or  Oy 
By inserting this into Eq. (2.6) we get, after multiplying by R, 
R2G(yo, R )=c  ~ rR cosO +Rsin --~y-y] dO. 
Using the parametrization 
y= yo + R sin 0 
r = R cos 0, 
this may be rewritten as a curve integral over C(yo, R), with dy = R cos 0 dO and dr = -R  sin 0 dO, 
fc f O(H/r) OH ) R2G(yo, R) = c (yo,R) ~r---~r dy - ~y dr . 
By applying Green's formula we get 
R2G(yo, R) =c f fo ~(H)(y,r)drdy, 
(yo,R) 
where D is the disc, D(yo, R) = {(y,r) : (y -  yo) 2 +r  2 ~<R 2} and 
Le(H)=~r  r (H/r) +-~y2(H). 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
The problem of finding the height function H from radar data G(y,R) may now be divided into 
two parts. 
(a) First solve the integral equation (2.8) for ~q~(H)(y,r)= f(y,r). 
(b) Next solve the partial differential equation 
&a(H) = f (2.10) 
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for H. We note that if r is large and if ~ o #7 is small it is reasonable to make the approximation 
cGZH cG2H 
=LP(H) ,~ ~ + Oy 2 -- AH 
so that Eq. (2.10) becomes Poisson's equation. To consider the first problem (a), both members in 
Eq. (2.8) are differentiated with respect o R. Then we get 
1 R2G(yo, R)) = c Ae(H)(yo + R cos v,R sin v)dv 
R 
where the right-hand side is proportional to the average of Aa(H) over the circle C(yo, R). In [2] an 
explicit solution is given for this problem of recovering the function .W(H)(y, r) when the average 
of <LP(H) is known for all circles C(yo, R) with center on the y-axis and with arbitrary radius R. 
The solution formula is 
[1 d {R2G(y,R)}I~F'H°)(a, v r~+a2) .  (2.11) <LP(H)(F'F)(a, 0,)) ~ I 'l ~ 
Here the notation (F, F )  means that we have taken the Fourier transform with respect o both the 
variables and (F, H0) means that we have taken Fourier transform with respect o the first variable 
and the Hankel-zero transform with respect o the second. After some calculations Eq. (2.11 ) may 
be rewritten 
~(H)(F'F)(¢7, O9) ~ I olv  + ~ [RG(y,R)] (F'I4') (a, v r~ + a2). (2.12) 
Formula (2.12) may now be used in order to recover the function Aa(H) in spatial coordinates. Of 
course, approximating Ae(H) by AH we could rewrite Eq. (2.12) as 
H(F'F)( ff, 60) 1 ~ I,ol [RG(y,R)] (F'H') (a, ~ + a2), (2.13) 
where//1 denotes that we have taken the Hankel-one transform with respect o the second variable. 
Then we could obtain H directly by a two~timensional Fourier transform. However, our solution 
might be expected to have errors caused by, e.g. noisy radar data and errors caused by the particular 
numerical implementation f the inversion formula (2.11) (or Eq. (2.12)) and therefore we would 
rather prefer to divide the solution procedure into the two steps described above and to use the 
second step, the solution of Poisson's equation, so that we perform some kind of regularization of 
the final solution. Note also that by using Eq. (2.13) as our solution formula we have tacitly assumed 
periodic boundary conditions for the Poisson equation. 
In the following we will only treat part (b) of the problem, where we wish to define a solution H 
to the equation AH = f .  For the first part (a) we refer to the report [2]. We also mention here that 
in a previous work [13] a simpler so called point-scattering model was used, where the reflexion 
from some point on the surface was assumed to depend only on the position of the scatterer and 
not on the direction of the incident radar beam. The inversion process for this model included just 
one step (similar but not identical to step (a) above). 
Characteristic for our present situation is firstly that we must handle a large amount of data. If for 
instance we wish to find the topography function H(y, r) over a region measuring say 10kin × 40km 
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with a resolution of 2 m we have to process 10 s pixels. Secondly, we have no information about the 
boundary values in Poisson's equation. The problem to compute solutions to this Poisson equation, 
using various regularization techniques, will be analyzed in the next section. 
3. Solution concepts for the Poisson equation 
We will consider the Poisson equation over a region f2 : 
Au(x) = f (x ) ,  x E f2. (3.1) 
It is assumed, unless otherwise stated, that 12 E ~" is an arbitrary bounded open subset of ~n 
with boundary Of 2. Depending on the properties of the function f different solution spaces become 
appropriate. We list the spaces used in this section. First C~(f2) is the class of infinitely differentiable 
functions on f2 and C~(f2) the subspace of C°~(f2) consisting of functions of compact support. 
Further H' ( f2)  denotes the Sobolev space of functions on f2 whose weak derivatives D' f ,  of order 
less or equal m, all are in L2(f2). The norm in the Hilbert space H'n(f2) is given by 
Ilfll~,,,¢~) = ~ L IlO=fll~ dx. 
{=l~<m 
Here ~ is a multiindex. For m = 0 we have the usual L2(Q) norm, Ilfl[~ = fa If[ z dx. We will 
also use H~"(I2), i.e. the subspace of nm(~)  which is the closure of C~(t2). Finally Ht/2(0K2) is 
the usual trace space on the boundary and H-I/2(Of2) is its dual. For more details see, e.g., [1]. 
The solution of Eq. (3.1) is unique up to a harmonic function. Usually the equation is associated 
with boundary conditions. The most common are, 
u=9 on Of 2 (Dirichlet), (3.2) 
XTu.n=h on Of 2 (Neumann). (3.3) 
Here n is the outward normal to ~I2 (which we assume exists). Finally for f2 a rectangular region 
in, e.g., the plane 
f2={(x ,y ) :  a < x < b , c < y < d}, 
there may be periodic boundary conditions, 
u(a ,y)  = u(b,y) ,  u(x,c) = u(x,d),  (3.4) 
Ux(a,y) = ux(b,y), Uy(X,C) = Uy(X,d) (Periodic). 
Provided 9 is smooth enough boundary conditions (3.2) define a unique solution of Eq. (3.1). For 
Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) the solution is determined up to a constant. It is also possible to use different 
mixtures of these three types of boundary conditions. Note that for cases (3.3) and (3.4) the following 
consistency conditions must hold: 
£f=fhfora Eq.(3.3), £ f=0 for Eq.(3.4). 
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In our application usually no boundary conditions are available. However if Dirichlet data would 
be known they would almost surely be subject to measurement errors. Therefore we remind of the 
following perturbation result for the Dirichlet problem (which follows from the fact that solutions 
of the Laplace equation obey a maximum principle). 
Lemma 3.1. Let u and w be solutions of Eq. (3.1) satisfying the Dirichlet boundary conditions 
(3.2) with g = 91 and g = g2, respectively. Assume f E C(I2), 91,92 E C(OI2) and that Of 2 is 
Lipschitz. Then 
[ lu - I Ig ,  - g211oo,  . 
Hence the Dirichlet problem is well posed in the sense that small perturbations in the boundary 
values result in small perturbations in the solution. 
We now consider a different way to select a solution to Eq. (3.1). Here we use a criterion function 
and optimize this criterion over the set of solutions to the Poisson equation. As discussed in Section 
2 the physical interpretation of u(x, y) is a surface function. A possibility is to pick out the smoothest 
surface (in some sense) that fulfills Eq. (3.1). We propose to use Sobolev space norms as criterion 
functions. Denote by Vf, i the following set: 
Vf, i=  {ucHi (Q) :  Au= f ,  f EL2(f2)}, i=0 ,1 ,2 ,  (3.5) 
where H°(f2) = Lz(Q) .  The equality Au = f is to be interpreted in the sense of distributions, i.e., 
L uA~o = fa fq~ Vq9 E C~(12). 
We have first, 
1.emma 3.2. Vf, i is a closed, convex and nonempty set of Hi(O). 
Proof. The convexity is due to the linearity of A. To verify that Vf,, i = 0, 1, 2, is nonempty it
suffices to verify that Vf,2 is nonempty. We may also assume that 12 C(0, 21r)". Extend f by taking 
f = 0 in (0, 2~)" \ ~2. Then VT,2 contains the function 
u : folx[2/(2n)- Z eimX/[m[2 
m#O 
assuming f = ~ free i"~ and that m denotes a multiindex. To show that Vf, i is closed we select a 
sequence {u.}~ C Vf, i s.t .u.  ~ u in Hi(f2). Then u. --~ u in L 2 and, by Cauchy's inequality 
f f qg - f uA o = f (u. - u)h o <. llu. - ull2lla ol[2 --, o cg 
i.e. f f q9 = f uAq9 and u E Vf, i. [] 
Let ~ be a multiindex and fl~ > 0 a given parameter. We consider the following optimization 
problems: 
u 2 min [1 ll2, (3.6) 
uO(r,o 
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and 
min Ilull  IIO=ull 2. (3.7) 
uE V~, t I~l=l 
Theorem 3.3. Problems (3.6) and (3.7) have unique solutions Uo and ul, respectively. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.2 and the fact that we are minimizing Hilbert norms. [] 
For problems (3.6) and (3.7) we have the following results (Theorems 3.4 and 3.5) characterizing 
the solutions. 
Theorem 3.4. For the solution Uo of problem (3.6) we may write Uo = A~k, where q/cH2(f2) is 
the unique solution of the followin9 biharmonic problem: 
A2~=f  in 12, (3.8) 
~k=V~.n- -0  on 0(2. 
Theorem 3.5. For the solution Ul of problem (3.7) we may write ul = A~O, where ~9 is the unique 
solution in the class {Z E HI(f2):Ax E HI(O)} of the followin9 biharmonic problem: 
A2~b=f in I2, (3.9) 
~k=//IA~9, ~7~.n=0 on 0(2. 
Before proving these theorems we will recall some facts about Green's formula and of the normal 
derivatives of HI-functions, see, e.g., [1]. 
If ~b E H1(f2), A~b E L2(f2) (in the sense of distributions) and q~ E H1(12) then (V ~b.n) = 3~/On E 
H-l/2(Of2) is defined by 
( ~-~, q~)tt_, 2~),H, 2~) = f A~ ~o + fa V ~7q~. (3.10) 
This definition is justified by the fact the right hand side of Eq. (3.10) defines a bounded linear 
functional on Hi(12) and by the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.6. I f  ~ E Hi(f2) and A~9 E L2(f2) then 
~A0q~ + foV0Vq~ = 0 (3.11) 
for all q9 C H~(f2). 
Proof. Since C~(f2) is dense in H01(f2), it suffices to prove Eq. (3.11) when ~o c C~(f2). Then by 
Green's formula and the definition of distributional derivatives we have 
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So if q~ E H1/2(Of2) is given, then (O~/On, (p)/-/-,2(ao),/-/,2(aa) is defined by Eq. (3.10) using any 
extension q~ E H~(f2) to the interior of f2. Subsequently we will use the more familiar expression 
faa(O~/On)~o f r this dual pairing. 
If q~,~O E H~(f2) and A~,Aq) E L2(f2) we obtain from Eq. (3.10) 
Remark 3.7. Green's formula (3.10) is valid in the classical sense if ~ and (o are sufficiently reg- 
ular and if 0f2 has a well-defined surface measure. For example, ~k, ~o E H2(f2) and ~30 Lipschitz 
is enough. In our analysis ¢p, ff are not a priori known to be so regular that we can apply classical 
formulas. 
We also have the following well known lemmas for the Neumann and Dirichlet problems on f2, 
see, e.g., [14]. 
Lemma 3.8. Suppose that 9 E H-~/2(Of2), f E LZ(f2) and that 
(g, 1)z-,'2(aa),z, 2(ao) = ~ f" 
Then there exists a unique function u E Hi(f2) s.t. 
Au= f in f2 (in the senseofdistributions), 
Ou/On=g on Of 2 (in thesenseofEq.(3.12)), fou=0.  
Proof. Let V = {u E HI(f2) : fo u = 0}. It is well known that the quadratic functional 
1 
iv l - + 
is coercive on V. Therefore F has a unique minimizer ~, satisfying 
f~ V ~bVq)-(g,~O)H-,,(aa),t4,2(aa)+ f~ fq~ = 0 (3.13) 
for all (o E V. It also follows that 
for all q~ E C~(f2), i.e., A~k = f in f2. But then, according to definition (3.10) and (3.13) 
au/On=g on Of 2. 
[] 
Lemma 3.9. Suppose g E H1/Z(Of2),f E LZ(f2). Then there exists a unique function u E HI(f2) 
such that 
Au=f  in f2, 
u = 9 on 3f2. 
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The proof is similar to the previous one and is omitted. We are now ready for proving Theorem 
3.4. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. By a standard variational argument, Uo E L2(~) solves problem (3.6) if and 
only if Auo = f and 
fau0tp = 0 for all E L2(~), Atp = 0. (3.14) tp 
Assume first that u0 solves problem (3.6). Let qJ be defined as the unique solution of the Dirichlet 
problem, 
A~O=Uo in ~2, 4=0 on 0~2. 
Now let q~ E Hl(~2) be a harmonic equation, Atp = 0. Then we have by Eq. (3.14) and Green's 
formula (3.12), 
i.e., f~a(x7 ~b-n)q~ = 0 for all such ~o. Since, by Lemma 3.9, q~i0a may be chosen arbitrarily in 
H1/Z(Of2) we conclude that H-1/2(Of2) O (V ~b. n) = 0. We have proved that u0 = A~O E Lz(Q) 
where ~k satisfies 
AZ~=f  in f2, (3.15) 
~k=V~b.n=0 on c3Q. 
On the other hand we claim that Eq. (3.15) cannot have more than one solution ~, E H1(f2) with 
All/ E Lz(Q). Indeed assume that Eq. (3.15) is satisfied and consider the function ~ E L2([~ n) defined 
by 
{ ~9(x) if x E (2, 
~- -  0 if x ~ I2. 
We have for arbitrary q~ E C~(R") 
i.e., 
for all ~o E C~(~").  Let h E L2(R ") be defined by 
{A~ i fx  E t2, 
h(x)= 0 i fx~O.  
We have proved that 
A~=h 
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in the sense of distributions. It follows (using e.g. Fourier transformation) that t,& E H2(lRn). Therefore 
$ E H2(Q). Also $ must be the unique solution in H2(Q) of Eq. (3.15), being the unique minimizer 
in Hi(Q) of the coercive quadratic functional 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. By a variational argument uI E H’(Q) solves problem (3.7) if and only if 
J 
(~irp+~~Vu~~V~)=O Y’cpEH’(Q), dq=O in 0. (3.16) 
a 
Taking q = 1 we first observe that Jo u1 = 0 Let $ E H’(Q) be any solution of the Neumann 
problem 
d@=ul in Sz, (V+.n)=O on as2. 
Substituting into Eq. (3.16) and applying Green’s formula we have, 
(3.17) 
i.e. 
I aQ(lc, - plAll/)(Vq . n) = 0 Vq E H’(SZ), Aq = 0. 
Since (Vq . n) E H-‘i2(&2) may be chosen arbitrarily (Lemma 3.8) apart from the condition 
Jaa(Vq. n) = 0 it follows that, for some constant c, 
$ - /3,At,b = c on X2. 
Now the solution 11/ is uniquely defined up to an additive constant. This constant may be chosen 
so that c = 0. 
We have proved that $ defined by Eq. (3.17) satisfies Eq. (3.9) and that $, A$ E H’(SZ). It 
remains only to prove that the solution I/ of Eq. (3.9) is unique, To this end we introduce the 
function rp = /Ii All/ - $ and observe that $ satisfies Eq. (3.9) if and only if ($, cp) E H’(D) x &j(Q) 
satisfies the system 
/-&A$-$=cp, (3.18) 
jl~Acp+cp=fl~f -t,b with (V$.n)=O, on X?. 
Next assume that $I,& satisfy Eq. (3.9) or, equivalently, (ijl,(pl) and (ti2,(p2) satisfy Eq. (3.18). 
From the previous argument it follows that u1 = AI/I, = A$ 2 is the unique solution of problem (3.7) 
so that A($, - $2) = 0. From Eq. (3.18) we have moreover, 
P14k - $2) - ($1 - 11/2>= CPI - (~2, 
PlA(cpl - (~2) + (~1 - (~2)= $2 - $1. 
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This implies, ~hl - ~h2 = ~o2 - ~/)1 and d(qh - ~o2) --- 0 with ~01 - -  (P2 E n l (~r~)  whence we conclude 
that (Pl - (P2 = 0 and ~b~ - ~k2 = 0 and the proof is complete. [] 
Remark 3.10. Note that we have proved that the unique solution ~h of Eq. (3.9) may be obtained 
from the solution ul of problem (3.7) by solving the Neumann problem (3.18). 
Remark 3.11. The system (3.18) may be written in weak form as 
fll ~ XT~h~7z + fa~bz=-  f tpz, (3.19) 
for all (z,w) E Hi(12) × H01(12). This may be used for obtaining a FEM-solution of the problem. 
We conclude this section by a theorem relating the solution of problems (3.6) and (3.7). First we 
recall the following definition. 
Definition 3.12. 12 c R" is called star-shaped if there exists x0 E 12 s.t. for all x E 12 the set 
{t E R : Xo + t(x - x0) E 12} is an interval. 
Remark 3.13. All convex sets are star-shaped. Rectangles 12 appearing in our applications are thus 
star-shaped. 
Theorem 3.14. Assume that 12 C R n is open, bounded and star-shaped. I f  ul,a, E H~(12) denotes 
the solution of problem (3.7) with the parameter fll > 0 and if Uo E L2(12) denotes the solution 
of problem (3.6), then 
u~,,, ,u0 in L2(12) as f l l - --~0+. (3.20) 
Proof. For 0 < 2 < 1 and x0 chosen as in the previous definition we take 
12~, = {x c R" : xo + ,~(x - xo)  E 12}, 
Uo,,~(x) = Uo(Xo + 2(x - Xo)), f ~ = f(xo + ~(x - Xo)). 
Then, see [14], 
Auo,~ = f~, in 12~, 12~ D l), u0,~ E H2o¢(12~). 
Since H(oc(12~)DH2(12) it follows that u0,~ E H2(I2). Further it is rather easy to see that 
Ilu0,~ - uol12 --, 0, (3.21) 
I I f~ , - f l [2~0 as 2--+1. 
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Next define v). E Hol(f2) by 
Av)+=f - f z  in f2~. 
Then 
Ilv~ll2 ~ IIv~+ll,,,(o) ~ cIIf -/~ll> (3.22) 
Consequently, taking z), = Uo,;. + v)+, we have first, 
zx E Hl(f2), Azx = f in #2, 
and by Eqs. (3.21) and (3.22) 
IIz~ - uoll= -+ o as 2 ~ 1. 
Now, if ~ > 0 is given, we may choose a 2 close enough to 1 so that 
£z~ < £u~+~/2 .  (3.23) 
Further 
by definition. Since Ilz)+llH,(m ~< cl[fllz we have, for sufficiently small #1 
£ u(a, + #, £ lVu,.a,12 <. £ #o + ~. 
It follows that, 
lim sup lima, 112 ~< Iluoll=. (3.24) 
#,-~0 + 
Further, for some subsequence of #1 we have 
ul,#,--~ff in L2(f2) (weakly), 
A~=f  in f2, 
and 
11~112 ~ lim inf Ilu,.#, IL2. 
#~ 40+ 
But then A~ = f and 11~112 ~< Iluol12 which, by definition of u0, implies that 
t~ = Uo. 
So  
ul,#.---~Uo in L2(f2) (weakly). 
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Next 
lim sup ]]Ul,~, - uoll  = lim sup Ilu~,~, - 2 lim (Ua,~,,Uo)2 + [[u0[[~ 
//~ 40+ /~ --*0+ //~-00+ 
Ilu011  - 211u011g + Ilu011  = 0. 
Finally since this strong limit u0 is uniquely defined we may conclude, by a standard argument 
that 
ul,a, ,Uo in L2(O) as f l l -~0+ 
without restriction to any subsequence. [] 
4. Numerical schemes 
Due to the large number of unknowns in our application particular care has to be maintained in 
the choice of algorithms. We will first discuss the numerical solution of problem (3.6). First let f2 
be discretized into a finite grid Oh. Here h > 0 is the discretization parameter. Let int(f2h) denote 
the set of points in Oh that do not belong to the boundary 012 of f2. We assume that problem (3.6) is 
discretized using the usual 5-point stencil for the Laplacian and the trapetzoidal rule for the integral. 
For gridpoints closest to the boundary a modified five point stencil should be applied. The resulting 
finite dimensional problem is, 
min vTDv when Av = b, (4. I) 
with 
A : R ah - -~  R int(oh), 
a linear mapping and D a positive-definite diagonal matrix. Here R B denotes the set of all mappings 
from the finite set B to R. It is well known that the solution v of the discrete problem (4.1) can be 
obtained as 
AD- IATz  = b, v = -D-1ATz .  (4.2) 
In [4] we considered this approach when solving problem (3.6) on a rectangular region in the plane. 
Eqs. (4.2) were solved using a variant of the conjugate gradient method [5]. It was further shown 
that 
h2AD- JA  ~ = A 2 + R, 
with AL being the matrix which arises from the five point stencil applied to the Laplace operator 
(with Dirichlet boundary data) and R a low rank matrix. We therefore used A 2 as preconditioner in
the CG method implying that two Dirichlet problems needed to be solved in each iteration. Here 
we used so called fast Poisson solvers [7]. 
Another way to solve problem (3.6) is of course to use the Biharmonic formulation (3.8). Here 
Bjorstad in [6] has developed an efficient CG-method for the discretized problem (on a rectangular 
region). His method relies on using the matrix A 2 + R~, where R1 is part of the matrix R above, 
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Fig. 5. Level curves of the original surface and three different reconstructions. 
in a special way to precondition the original problem. From the tests in [2] we conclude that 
Bj~rstad's method requires fewer (typically half the number of) iterations than CG with the precon- 
ditioner A 2. Also each iteration was faster in Bj~rstad's method. However the final accuracy was 
consistently worse with his method. A possible explanation is that the discrete Biharmonic problem 
is less well conditioned than the weighted minimum norm problem (4.2). Using the method in [6] 
we actually solve for the vector z and first after this computation we form v. The CG algorithm on 
the other hand is written in such a way that (i) the matrix AD- IA  T is never explicitly formed, (ii) 
we iterate in the vector v and not in the Lagrange parameter z.
We will now discuss the solution of problem (3.7). If this problem is discretized as above a 
problem similar to Eq. (4.1) will result. However the matrix D is no longer diagonal. A possibility 
here would be to consider the augmented form of Eq. (4.2). Here we will instead consider the 
corresponding biharmonic formulation (3.9). As described in the proof of Theorem 3.5, cf. Eq. 
(3.18), the introduction of the function (here and in the sequel fl = ill) 
decomposes problem (3.9) as follows. 
If (~,tp) E HI(O) x Hd(f2) satisfies the system 
-Aq~-  fl(~b + tp) --- - i f  in 12, (4.3) 
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Fig. 6. Level curves of error functions for the respective reconstructions of Fig. 5. 
1 
-A~b + fl(~k + ~p) = 0 in 
~=~7~on=O on 8(2, 
Q, (4.4) 
Then 
u, = A¢  = + ¢)  
is the unique solution of problem (3.7). 
Based on these equations iterative methods may be constructed, cf. [20] where similar ideas are 
used for solving the biharmonic problem (3.8). We will here consider iteration on the discretized 
problem only. Let 
F : R ~ --~ R int(oh), F r : R int(Oh) ~ R a~. 
The matrix F r maps a vector onto the same vector extended with zeroes (corresponding to boundary 
points). The rows of F v are either zero or equal identity-rows. It follows that 
FF  x = L (4.5) 
Let 
AD : R int(~2h) ----r R int(~2J'), AN : R ah ~ R °~, 
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be matrices corresponding to the discretization of the Poisson equation with Dirichlet and Neumann 
boundary conditions respectively. Further 
fh, q~h E R int(f2h), ~h E R ~h. 
The resulting discretization of Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4) then becomes 
A1z AE2 / [~:]  = ] '  (4.6) 
where 
(4.7) 
We will, in the sequel, assume that --AD is symmetric and positive definite and that --AN is also 
symmetric and positive semidefinite. This is certainly true when t2 is a rectangular region and when 
the five point stencil is applied and properly adjusted for the Neumann problem (divide by 2 along 
boundaries and by 4 at the corners, cf. [21], [p. 435]). It then follows that All is positive definite for 
fl ~ flo > h2/)~min(-AD), with ,~min(A) the smallest eigenvalue of a matrix A. Further A22 is positive 
definite for fl > 0. 
We will now discuss ome possible iterative methods for solving the linear system (4.6). We first 
consider the following family of 2-block relaxation methods, 
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Algor i thm I . 
AI1~P~ =AllCP k-' + o9(--flh2 f h -- Al lq~ -I + A,z~k~-' ), (4.8) 
A22~h k = A22~ tk-I + co(-ATzq~ k) - A2E~k~-' ). (4.9) 
Here ~p~ and ~Oh k denote the kth iterates and o9 the relaxation parameter. With j ( k )  = k and 
1 ~< o9 < 2 the method is the SOR (successive over relaxation) method of Young. When j ( k )  = k 
and co = 1 it becomes the Gauss Seidel method and for j ( k )  = k - 1, o9 = 1, the Jacobi method. 
In our application the optimal value of o9 lies between zero and one. The resulting method will 
therefore be denoted the SUR method. 
Assuming that ~p~  ~Ph, ~'~ ~ ~h, as k ---, ~ the solution of the discretized version of Eq. (3.9), 
U~,h is 
1 T 
ut,h = ~(F  ¢Ph + ~Ph). 
Each iterative step requires the solution of two linear systems. First Eq. (4.8) is associated with the 
Poisson equation with Dirichlet boundary data and second Eq. (4.9) with the Helmholz equation 
with Neumann boundary data. 
Let 2(Q) denote the set of eigenvalues of a matrix Q and let p(Q)  be the spectral radius. Further 
let 2 = 2(QsuR) denote the eigenvalues of the iteration matrix, QsuR, for the SUR method and 
# = 2(Qj) the eigenvalues of the iteration matrix for the Jacobi method. We now assume that 
fl >_ fl0, implying that both All and A22 are nonsingular (in fact positive definite). It can then easily 
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be verified that Young's theory holds for the 2 x 2 block matrix appearing in, Eq. (4.6), see [24], 
[Section 14.3]. It follows [24], [Theorem 14.3.4] that 
(2 + co - 1 )2 = ~.co2#2. (4.10) 
As we will demonstrate below, 2(Qj) are purely imaginary, i.e.,/~ = ib, for fl/> fl0, b real. It 
follows using Eq. (4.10) and specializing the formulas (4.25) and (4.26) in chapter 6 in [24]: 
( ) 2 ~b --  r-----~_, Pb ~" Pb(QsuR)  = , (4.11) 
1+ 1~-~ ql+~' 1 + 
where /~ = max [b[ = p(Qj), and COb is the optimal value of the relaxation parameter (giving the 
lowest value of Pb(QsuR)). Note that ogb E (0, 1). 
We now proceed by investigating the spectrum of Qj. It follows from Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9) that 
[ 0 %..] 
QJ ~ --1 T -Azz Al2 
Let 2e(Qj) denote the nonzero eigenvalues of Qj. Then 
tl,ez(Qj) : --~e(-4H1A12A~IA1T2). (4.12) 
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Put A~i 1 = LjiLiX~, i = 1, 2. (Note that we assumed that ]3 >/]30 so that All and A22 both are positive 
definite). Then --2e(WWT), with )~e2(Qj) = T T T T T T -2e(L11L11A12L22L22A12 ) = -2e(Lz2AlzL11LlzA12L22 ) = T T W = Lz2AI2L11. 
It follows that 
2e(Qj) = ib, 
for fl/> rio, b real. 
We will next estimate pj = p(Qj). Using Eq. (4.12) we find pj2 ~< [IA~IA121121IAz2-1AI2[12 . T  By Eqs. 
(4.5) and (4.7) we then conclude 
h 2 h 2 \ -1  h2 ()] min h2 
However -Au is positive semidefinite, with its smallest eigenvalue zero. Thus I IA~A~21]2 ~ 1, and 
2 = h~ ~I)-'FII2 <. ~ll(Ao + ~I)-'112 1/(minl2(~Ao + I)[). hence jOj ~ IIA~,%=[I= - II(Ao + = 
Now using the fact that 2(AD) < 0, 
~ (~AD~- I )  E [1 -- ~max(--mD),X -- ~nlin(--flD)] • 
Also, using the fact that (by assumption), ]3 >~ ]30 > h2/j.rnin(-AD), 
minl2 ( -~Ao + I )  l = ll - -~2min(-Ao)l # O. 
It follows 
1 
P] ~< l1 - ~2min(-AD)l " (4.13) 
Instead of inverting the matrix All, which leads to the restriction on ]3, we may split A~ and 
iterate as follows. 
Algorithm II 
h 2 
Aoqg~ = flh2 f h - --~(qgkh - '  + F~- I ) ,  (4.14) 
~I  h2 
We realize that the above scheme can be viewed as a two-stage iterative method. We refer to 
[11, 12, 16, 17] for terminology and basic results for such schemes. Here the outer iteration is just 
the 2-block Gauss-Seidel method whereas the inner iteration consists of one step with the splitting 
All = - -AD- (h2/fl)I. We will now analyze the convergence properties of this two-stage Gauss-Seidel 
scheme. The resulting iteration matrix is 
-1 0]i,  1 0Gs: -~-  ___ffF TAN_~_ I  0 0 " 
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Let /~ = fl/h 2. We now compute the spectrum of QGS: 
0os(;) 
implies 
x + Fy  = - ,~A~x,  
0 = 2(FTx + (I  -- rAN)y) .  
Hence for 2 ¢ 0, 
y = - ( I  - f lAN) - IFTx  
and 
( I  - F ( I  - flAN ) -1FT )x = -)~flAox. 
Thus the nonzero eigenvalues of Q~s equal the eigenvalues of Qcs with (using FF  T = I ) ,  
QGs = - ( f lAD ) -1FWF ~, 
W = I - ( I  - rAN) - ' .  
Hence (using that [[F[[z = lIFT[[2 = 1), 
p(Oos) = p(Oos) ~< I10o~11~ < II(/~A~)-ilI~IIWlI~. 
Now 
h 2 
II(~A~)-'II~- %~min(-A~)" 
We may write W = XTAX, where A is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues of W, and 
IlXll~ = 1. Further 
1 
Aii = 1 1 - fl(2N)i and IIAII2 = max~ A,, 
where (2N)~ is the ith eigenvalue of AN. It follows 
Lemma 4.1. Let  W =I -  ( I -  rAN)  -1 and put  W = XTAX, with A diaoonal. Then 
h 2 
P(Q~s) ~< fl2min(_Ao)[[Alt2. (4.16) 
We will now specialize to the case where ~ is a rectangular region in the plane, cf. Eq. (3.4). 
Then 
h2= (b -a ) (d -c )  
(m - 1)(n - 1)' 
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assuming n equidistant points in the x -  and m in the y-direction. Also 
Ao : ~(,,-zxn-2) ~ ~{m-2x,-2), AN : ~ ' "  --~ ~ ' " ,  F T : ~(,n-zX,-2) ~ ~,,,. 
Then it is well known that (here for simplicity we assume that (b - a)(d - c) = 1 ) 
2(AD) E [-8,-2n2hZ], 2N E [--8,0]. (4.17) 
Hence 
IIh[[2 = 1 1 _ ~< 1 for/~ ~> 0, 
1+8/  
so that by Lemma 4.1 
1 
P(Oes) ~< 2n2-----~" 
Note also by Eq. (4.13) and (4.17) that p(Qj) =/~ = c l /v~ for a rectangular region, for large 
values of ft. Here c~ is some constant. We may now summarize the convergence analysis in: 
Theorem 4.2. Let f2 be a rectangular region, in the plane (with area 1) and assume that the 
Poisson equation has been discretized by the five point stencil. Then, for Algorithm II, 
1 
P(06s) < 2nz---- ~- 
Further for Algorithm I, assume that fl >1 flo > h2/2mi"(-AD) = 1/2rc2. Then 
c, 4 4 
p(QJ) - v/- ~, p(QGs) = ~-, p(QsuR) = fl(1 + v/1 + c2/fl) 2" 
Remark 4.3. Theorem 4.2 implies that Algorithm II converges for fl > 1/(2~2). This is the same 
bound as needed to show convergence for the three members of Algorithm I. However this bound 
only provides a sufficient convergence criterion for Algorithm II. Our experiments reveal that the 
method converges for any fl > 0. However the rate of convergence drastically reduces as fl --~ 0, 
cf. Table 1. Also our experiments show that the other three methods diverge for fl < fl0. It turns 
out that then the eigenvalues of Qj become real but larger than 1 in absolute value. 
We finally shortly describe another iteration, of conjugate gradient ype, which seems suitable for 
solving Eq. (4.6). This is the CGW method of Concus and Golub [8] and of Widlund [23]. Here 
the 2 × 2 block matrix appearing in Eq. (4.6) is split into its symmetric part M =diag(Au,A22) 
and its antisymmetric part N. Theoretically this method requires M to be positive definite, which 
again leads to the restriction fl >~ rio. The rate of convergence of this scheme depends on the number 
A = max ]2(M-1N)I. However in our case, M-1N = Qj, so by Theorem 4.2 (assuming a rectangular 
region) we get 
A -- c~/v/~. (4.18) 
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Table 1 
Number 
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of iterations as function of dimension (m = n = 5/10/20) and fl 
BJ BGS BSUR 2BGS CGW 
fl 5 10 20 5 10 20 5 10 20 5 10 20 5 10 20 
10 -3 d d d d d d d d d 515 498 495 6 29 290(*) 
10 -2 s d d s d d s d d 69 69 69 s 24 25 
10 -1 44 73 108 23 37 55 13 15 17 19 18 18 6 10 10 
1 16 19 20 9 10 11 7 8 9 10 10 10 6 6 7 
10 12 13 13 7 7 7 6 6 7 7 7 7 5 7 6 
102 10 11 12 6 6 7 5 5 6 6 6 6 7(*) 5(*) 5(*) 
103 9 9 9 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 3(*) 3(*) 4(*) 
104 7 7 8 4 4 5 4 4 5 4 4 4 4(*) 7(*) 4(*) 
Note: d: The method iverges; s: All is singular; *: errstop > 10 -15, see text. 
Let x k be the kth iterate in the CGW method and let x be the exact solution. Then the following 
result is known, see [10], [Corollary 3.2]. 
with 
I Ix k - xl lM 
2 
R(A)  k + ( -R(A) )  -k "11 x0 X][M, 
R = A -1 + x/1 + A-L  
Now by Eq. (4.18), for large fl 
 (lel R= - -+ ~- -  . 
c1 
So for large values of  fl we may expect he rate of  convergence to be proportional to O(1/v/-fl), i.e., 
the same rate as for the Jacobi method (belonging to Algorithm I). It seems however that the analysis 
is rather crude for the CGW method, since in practice it performs much better, cf. Table 1. In fact, 
when k = ~-1~. ,  is compact, Widlunds Formula [23], [Eq. (3.7)] shows superlinear convergence. 
Here A / -  N is the differential operator appearing in Eq. (4.3) and (4.4). It is straightforward to
show, using bases of  trigonometric functions that k is compact for f2 a rectangular region. The 
spectrum of the corresponding finite dimensional operator, K = M-1N, frequently inherits the main 
features of  its continuous counterpart /¢. We have verified by numerical tests that 2(K) = 2(Qj) 
indeed accumulate at the origin. 
Remark  4.4. By utilizing the special structure of  the matrix appearing in Eq. (4.6) essentially half 
the arithmetic work can be saved in the block Jacobi method and the CGW method. Consider, e.g., 
the Jacobi method (09 = 1, j ( k )= k-  1 in Eq. (4.8) and (4.9)): 
All qgkh = A12~k k-1 - flh2 fh, 
A221~[ --T k--1 --./112 ~0 h . 
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We then note, cf.[18, 9], that, given ~b °, the computations can be performed in the order, tp~,~ 2,tp 3, 
~4 . . . . .  Note, however that using this trick the parallel character of the Jacobi iteration is lost. In a 
similar way, using the arguments given in section 4 in [9], half the work can be saved in the CGW 
method. (Note that in our case we may pick zero as startvector since the second block component 
of the right hand side in Eq. (4.6) is zero). 
5. Numerical results 
We now present he results of some preliminary numerical experiments. Here we have solved the 
Poisson equation (3.1) with Dirichlet boundary conditions (3.2) (with zero values along the bound- 
ary), and periodic boundary conditions (3.4). We have also investigated the optimization problems 
(3.6) and (3.7), i.e., minimizing the L 2-  and the H 1-norm of the solution respectively. 
The discrete source density fh  in Eq. (4.6) was simulated by applying the discrete Lapacian 
on a given surface. The surface, which is an excerpt from a topographic database, was discretized 
using 200 × 200 pixels and is displayed at the upper left of Fig. 5. The region in the southeast 
comer consists of water (part of a lake). The lake is also visible at the approximate coordinates 
60 < x < 90 and 0 < y < 40. Otherwise the landscape is quite hilly. In Fig. 5 are further displayed 
the L2-reconstruction, the reconstruction obtained from using Dirichlet boundary data equal to zero 
and finally the reconstruction from using periodic boundary values. We further display, see Fig. 6, 
the level curves of the error functions (i.e., the difference between the reconstructed surfaces and 
the original ones) for the respective reconstructions. In Fig. 7 cuts through the error functions are 
shown. In Figs. 8 and 9 similar data are displayed for H~-reconstructions. 
It is difficult to make a general conclusion which of these reconstruction methods is "best"; it 
depends, of course, on the surface and on the measure of the error. Our experience is (also from 
other tests), however, that the reconstructions from using periodic boundary values are least reliable; 
they often yield large U-shaped errors as in Fig. 7. For the L 2- and HI-reconstructions the error 
tends to be small and "fiat" in the interior of the region while at the boundaries it fluctuates trongly. 
We recall that for all methods the error functions are harmonic functions and thereby satisfy the 
maximum principle. Therefore, if the correct surface is "fiat" along the boundaries (as, for instance, 
water around an island), the reconstruction with zero boundary values should give a good result. 
From Figs. 6, 7 and 9 we see that in the interior the error surfaces are quite smooth. We may 
therefore use these reconstructions to compute boundary values for a local subproblem on a finer 
mesh. In Figs. 6 and 9 the height difference between the highest and lowest points of the respective 
error functions are: 198 m (zero b.c.), 319 m (periodic b.c.), 288 m (L2-reconstruction), 192 m (H l- 
reconstruction with fl = 1) and 198 m (H~-reconstruction with fl = 100). 
For the HI-reconstruction the following stopping criterion was used: errstop < 10 -~5, where 
1 
errstop = - -  max(l l~,~ - ~,~-ll lu, - I I=) .  
mn 
The zero vector was picked as starting value for the iterations. Below we list the number of iterations 
needed. Here we used Algorithm II. 
= 0.01 35 iterations (errstop = O(10-8)) 
= 0.1 15 iterations (en'stop = O(10-9)) 
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fl---- 1 8 iterations 
fl = 10 6 iterations 
fl = 100 4 iterations. 
For fl = 0.1,0.01 it was not possible to decrease the error under the levels shown above. 
It is of interest o compare the computer times required for the different reconstruction algo- 
rithms. For the reconstructions with Dirichlet data, periodic boundary values and to solve the two 
systems (4.14) and (4.15) in the HI-reconstruction, Swarztrauber's Fast Poisson Solver (available 
from Netlib) has been used. For the L2-reconstruction Bj~rstads method (i.e., computing the vector 
z by Bjarstad's algorithm and obtaining the vector v from v = -D-~ATz) was used. 
Below we list the elapsed times for reconstructing the surfaces in Figs. 5 and 8 respectively (the 
computations were made on a Sun SPARCstation 1 ): 
zero boundary values: ~ 4 s, 
periodic boundary values: ~ 6 s, 
L2-reconstruction : ~ 8 s, 
HI-reconstruction : ~ 13 s/iteration. 
These figures were typical for the relation between observed computertimes for the four methods. 
We have also conducted a numerical comparison between five different methods, presented in 
Section 4, for solving the linear system (4.6). In these tests the right hand side fh was picked as 
a vector with all components equal one. The starting vector was zero and, as above, the stopping 
criterion was errstop < 10 -15. The tests were done in Matlab. The results are displayed in Table 
1. Here B J, BGS and BSUR denote the block Jacobi, the block Gauss-Seidel and the block SUR 
method respectively, whereas 2BGS (for 2-stage Gauss-Seidel) is Algorithm II. 
The asterix behind some of the figures means that it was not possible to fulfill the stopping 
criterion, i.e. the error started to fluctuate, in a random manner, before it reached 10 -15. In the tests 
the rectangular region was normalized to have unit area. Hence the requirement on fl becomes. 
1 
/~ ~>/~0 > ~-~-~2 ~ 0.05. 
The O(1/v/-fl) behaviour of the error for the Jacobi scheme, as well as the O(1/fl) behaviour for 
the three Gauss-Seidel scheme are clearly seen from Table 1. Also, as predicted theoretically, the 
number of iterations are independent of meshsize h. Note that the 2BGS method seems to work also 
for fl < fl0, although exhibiting a rather low rate of convergence. The explanation of the behaviour 
of B J, BGS and BSUR for fl < fl0, was given in Remark 4.3. 
The CGW-method works quite well for fl 1> fl0, although it was not possible to reach the same 
accuracy as for the other four schemes for large values of ft. Note also that the predicted behaviour, 
using the analysis in [10], [Section 4], is quite pessimistic. The real convergence pattern compares 
favorably with the other schemes, especially for small values of fl, as seen from Table 1. Still the 
rate of convergence decreases with decreasing fl and for fl < 0.01 say, some other method obviously 
will be required in order to efficiently handle larger problems. Here possible candidates could be the 
methods recently developed by Silvester and Wathen [19]. 
An important question is: how sensitive are the reconstructed surfaces for perturbations in the 
source densities f ? In Table 2 we present he results of an investigation using the following 
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z Zero b.c. Periodic b.c. L 2 H 1 (fl = l) H l (fl = 100) 
0.01 2.5.10 -4 2.5. 10 -4 2.2.10 -3 2.5.10 -4 2.5- 10 -4 
0.1 2.5. 10 -3 2.5. 10 -3 3.0. 10 -3 2.5.10 -3 2.5.10 -3 
0.5 1.3.10 -2 1.3.10 -2 1.3.10 -2 1.3.10 -2 1.3- 10 -2 
multiplicative noise model: 
fo  = f0"  (1 + z. XO) (5.1) 
where Z,j are stochastic variables with a rectangular distribution lying between -1 and 1 and a and 
z is a specified parameter. Here we again used the topographic database as our data and Algorithm 
II for the H~-reconstruction. Let v~ denote the reconstruction btained with the noise parameter z so 
that v0 is the solution without noise. 
We have used the following measure of the noise sensitivity: 
Nv - v011= 
err-- 
IIv0112 
We conclude from Table 2 that the different reconstruction methods are almost equally sensitive to 
noise. 
We finally mention some other, more practical issues. The solution, obtained by solving the Poisson 
equation, is given in polar coordinates as described in Figs. 1 and 2. This is for most purposes not a 
very desirable representation f the solution. Instead, the natural coordinates are earthfixed Euclidean 
coordinates. To obtain the solution in terms of these we have to make a coordinate transformation. 
This transformation depends on the shape of the solution. 
The very large amount of mesh points in our application implies that the solution might not fit into 
the primary memory of the computer. Therefore for more realistic examples it becomes necessary 
to decompose the problem in some way: either directly by considering subdomains or indirectly by 
considering sparse global problems (with averaged source densities and solutions) and local dense 
problems. 
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